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HOW TO STYLE A STATEMENT PIECE
Three tricks to create visual interest with a
bold statement piece!

Create visual space by adding accent
chairs with a open base. This allows the
focus to stay on the art, and not ground
your eyes below!

Utilize natural finishes in your accent
pieces so they don't compete with your
statement piece. In this example, we
paired a neutral chevron rug with a wicker
and wire basket, alongside a brass mirror.

Have fun with angles and curves; make
sure there is generous amounts of visual
movement. See how the tail of the peacock
cascades gracefully into the stunning
accent chair? Visual perfection!

NO STRESS SAVINGS
Comfortable, supportive, stylish, high quality,
classy, relieving, top-notch, long-lasting... shall we
continue? All of these words describe Stressless
seating and who wouldn't want that in their life?

Click on the image to learn more about what
Stressless has to offer!

http://inkwellhomestore.com
https://www.inkwellhomestore.com/promotions/stressless/2022/07-soak-in-the-savings/savings.html?RANDOM_ID=-1123311951&RPI_CLICK=true
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CgAsgFGJu2T/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet


THE ULTIMATE AT HOME PIZZA
Hands up; who thinks pizza is its own food group?
We do too, so we had to make a summer pizza on
one of our Emile Henry Pizza Stones! As a double
whammy, we even used a recipe from one of our
cookbooks, Genuine Pizza written by Michael
Schwartz. Buon Appetito!

Recipe
1 8oz ball of pizza dough
1/4 cup Urban Accents pizza sauce
1 cup shredded fresh mozzarella
4 large basil leaves torn

Top with whatever makes your heart happy!
We chose: Artichoke hearts, cherry tomatoes,
kalamata, olives, arugula, shallots, and salami

IT'S A BAREFOOT SUMMER
It might be hot outside, but its chilly in the AC!
Cozy up or give the gift of comfort with Barefoot
Dreams! Their blankets are oh so soft and fuzzy,
and their robes are unbelievably comfortable.
Once you try one on, you'll never dream of wearing
anything else again!

Click here to check out our Instagram
post on Barefoot!

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CgAsgFGJu2T/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet
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https://www.instagram.com/inkwellhomestore/
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